Optical Flow (OF) and depth are commonly used for visual odometry since they provide sufficient information about camera ego-motion in a rigid scene. We reformulate the problem of ego-motion estimation as a problem of motion estimation of a 3D-scene with respect to a static camera. The entire scene motion can be represented as a combination of motions of its visible points. Using OF and depth we estimate a motion of each point in terms of 6DoF and represent results in the form of motion maps, each one addressing single degree of freedom. In this work we provide motion maps as inputs to a deep neural network that predicts 6DoF of scene motion. Through our evaluation on outdoor and indoor datasets we show that utilizing motion maps leads to accuracy improvement in comparison with naive stacking of depth and OF. Another contribution of our work is a novel network architecture that efficiently exploits motion maps and outperforms learnable RGB/RGB-D baselines.
Introduction
Visual odometry (VO) is an essential component of simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) systems used in robotics, 3D scanning and AR/VR applications. The goal of visual odometry is to estimate camera motion between two frames, which may be RGB/RGB-D images or other modalities. A wide range of classical geometry-based visual odometry algorithms for RGB and RGB-D have been proposed in the last few years [8, 9] . Although geometrybased algorithms show state-of-the-art accuracy on public benchmarks, they usually require a lot of manual fine-tuning to work in new environments. Excellent performance of deep learning-based methods for OF estimation [7, 13, 24] led to emergence of end-to-end VO algorithms utilizing OF [3, 5, 26] . These works demonstrate competitive accuracy on public benchmarks while having much fewer parameters compared to classical geometric methods.
Depth sensors have made great progress over the last few years and now they are accurate, cheap, and miniaDominant motion: translation along the x and y axes Dominant motion: rotation around the x and y axes Figure 1 . Scene motion decomposition into 6 motion maps, corresponding to 6DoF of camera motion. In the examples above the dominant camera motion is a combination of two translations (top) or two rotations (bottom), while the other components of the motion have much lower magnitude. The resulting tx, ty motion maps (top) and rx, ry motion maps (bottom) are nearly constant and provide a tight approximation for a corresponding 6DoF value. For first picture, average map values are 0.3 and 0.2, while groundtruth rx, ry equal to 0.3 and 0.21 respectively. For the second example, average values of motion maps corresponding to tx and ty maps are equal to 0.2, 0.3 and groundtruth values are 0.21 and 0. 31. ture enough to fit in the front panel of a cellphone. At the same time stereo and monocular depth reconstruction [4, 10, 17, 18] now reaches the accuracy of the depth sensors on public benchmarks and work in real-time [28] or even on-a-chip [1] . OF estimation is also becoming a mature technology with production-ready solutions available on the market [2] .
Recent works on deep visual odometry use both OF and depth. [6, 25] . The mentioned methods estimate motion while performing refinement of depth and flow in a single iterative pipeline. Extension to multi-task learning increases the amount of computation and makes these methods impractical for real-time applications. Moreover, in these works OF, depth and other data (such as image pair, OF confidence, first frame warped) are stacked in a simple way that may be not the best solution, since the inputs belong to different domains.
In this work we focus on the novel ways of using depth and OF for deep visual odometry. We reformulate the problem of camera motion estimation as a problem of motion estimation of a 3D-scene with respect to a static camera. Our main contribution is a decomposition of scene motion obtained from OF and depth into 6 components, each one corresponding to a single degree of freedom. These components, which we call motion maps, are based on projective geometry and require minimum computation. At the same time, passing them as inputs to the network improves quality over using OF stacked with depth.
Another contribution of our work is a novel network architecture for visual odometry that can efficiently process different inputs: OF, OF stacked with disparity (inverse depth) or motion maps. Since some regions in input maps (OF or disparity) may not be completely accurate we provide the network with attention mechanism by employing gated convolutions [15] .
We evaluate our proposed method on KITTI [11] and DISCOMAN (in submission, attached) datasets and show improved results over trainable monocular RGB and RGB-D baselines. In addition, we present comparison with classical methods, where our method shows significantly higher robustness and competitive accuracy even without use of global optimization.
Related work

Classical methods
Several different mathematical formulations for visual odometry have been considered in the literature. Geometrybased visual odometry methods can be classified into direct (e.g. [14] ) or indirect (e.g. [21] ) and dense (e.g. [22] ) or sparse (e.g. [8] ). Many of the classical works use bundle adjustment or pose graph optimization for the last several keyframes in order to mitigate the odometry drift. In this work we focus on ego-motion estimation and do not perform any global pose estimation, which may further improve the performance.
Learning-based methods
DeepVO [26] was a pioneer work to use deep learning for visual odometry. Their deep recurrent network regresses camera motion using pre-trained FlowNet [7] as a feature extractor. ESP-VO [27] extends this model with sequenceto-sequence learning and introduces an additional loss on global poses. LS-VO [5] also uses the result of FlowNet and formulates the problem of egomotion estimation as finding a low-dimensional subspace of the OF space. DeMoN [25] estimates both egomotion, OF and depth in the EM-like iterative network. By efficient usage of two frames they improve accuracy of depth prediction over single-view methods. ENG [6] with quite close ideas achieves fair performance on both indoor and outdoor datasets.
In contrast to most works on learnable visual odometry which rely on the network to infer geometric constraints from OF and depth, we explicitly use projective geometry to compute the motion maps. The closest work to ours is [30] , where depth and OF are combined to generate depth flow, which is in some sense similar to our t z motion map. However, using OF along with depth flow is debatable, as they have different physical meanings: first one represents pixel-shift in image-plane, second represents z-motion for each visible point in the actual scene. In our experiments we show that the use of motion maps leads to improved accuracy compared to depth flow [30] .
Motion maps
Motivation behind scene motion decomposition
Optical flow provides pixel shifts in an image plane. However, such representation may not be perfect, due to several reasons described below:
-OF does not provide any information about point shifts along z-axis.
-While moving along x or y axis, the value of particular pixel shift depends on distance to corresponding physical point.
-For rotations and translation in z-axis, the value of pixel shift depends on its coordinates on image plane, that might provide an additional difficulty for convolutional neural networks.
-Given a small fragment of OF map, it is not possible for the network to distinguish between translation and rotation camera motions.
We can reformulate the problem of ego-motion estimation as a problem of estimation motion of 3D-scene with respect to a static camera. We propose a scene motion decomposition, by which we eliminate perspective transformations.
Suppose that the scene is rigid and all but one 6DoF components of a scene motion are zero. Given OF and a depth map from the first frame, we can estimate the value of each of 6DoF motion component for each point individually.
Proposed decomposition can be especially useful for deep visual odometry methods, since it allows a network to focus on regression task instead of learning to perform complicated geometrical transforms. Below we explain how to obtain the scene motion decomposition from OF and depth.
Calculation of motion maps
Let the camera motion be a combination of rotation and translation where translation is a 3-dimensional vector (t x , t y , t z ) and rotation contains Euler angles (r x , r y , r z ).
Let f low x , f low y denote normalized OF maps along x-axis and y-axis respectively, with min/max values within interval [−1, 1]. Let d denote depth. grid x , grid y -normalized size-invariant coordinate grids for pixels, with top left pixel having coordinates (−1, −1) and bottom right pixel placing at (1, 1). f x , f y denote focal lengths, e.g. f x = 0.5792, f y = 1.9119 for KITTI [11] . If subscript of the variables is missing, it is assumed that it can be either x or y but identical for all variables in expression.
Then rotation and translation can be estimated as follows:
where
All the proofs are provided below. Hereinafter camera poses are denoted as P 1 , P 2 . Let also C 1 , C 2 be principal points of a frustrum. For an arbitrary point O from frustrum, ∠OP 1 C 1 is denoted as α, ∠OP 2 C 2 as β.
Translations along x-axis or y-axis (A). For translations along x-axis or y-axis t x , t y the proofs are identical, so they are presented in generalized form.
Translations along Rotations with respect Rotations with respect x-axis or y-axis z-axis to x-axis or y-axis to z-axis So, the translation t equals to a − b, where a, b can be expressed using α, β as a = tan
Then OF can be used to find α, β. It can be seen from the image that tan
Translations along z-axis (B). Let us investigate shift along z-axis, or change of depth. Note that when there is no motion but along z-axis principal points of frustrum do coincide:
Looking at the triangles
Similarly to the previous case, M 2 F 2 = M 1 F 1 + f low, where f low = f low x or f low y , depending on choice of x-axis or y-axis as reference coordinate axis for z-axis. Then
Rotations with respect to x-axis or y-axis (C). Similar to the translations t x , t y , we can write a single proof for rotations with respect to x-axis and y-axis, with r standing for r x or r y . The desired r equals to β − α.
Rotations with respect to z-axis (D). Finally, for the case of rotation along z-axis, we can simply build point-to-pixel injection for two images. Point M 1 is injected to pixel u = (x, y), while M 2 is injected to v = (x + f low x , y + f low y ).
Now we can calculate cosine distance between these pixels and take arccos of it to obtain r z :
It is worth noting that inverted cosine function yields only non-negative values, so this formula gives absolute value of rotation angle. In order to distinguish clockwise and counter-clockwise rotation, we should consider the direction of rotation, which is determined by sign of the angle. Instead, we can calculate sign of sinus of the computed angle. In its turn, it is similar to the sign of cross product of u, v. So the final formula can be written as
Decomposition results. To make formulae demonstrative, Figure 3 . Network architecture. Inputs can be one of: OF, OF stacked with disparity or motion maps let us examine a table containing motion maps of translations and rotations with respect to a single 6DoF component. It can be noticed that the pictures on diagonal are constant with each pixel value equal to the value of this 6DoF component shown in Figure 2 . In this simple example, it is sufficient to average diagonal maps to obtain 6DoF, so this problem can be solved by a simple deterministic algorithm. However, real motions are much more complex, thereby a more elaborated approaches such as the use of neural networks are needed. In practice we noticed that for realistic motions with one or two dominant components, the corresponding motion maps still are almost constant. Moreover, taking a closer look on non-diagonal motion maps, one can deduce that in case of almost independent motions (e.g. translation along x-axis and rotation along xaxis, or translation along y-axis) the corresponding features will be constant or nearly constant.
Egomotion estimation network
The proposed network architecture is shown in Figure 3 . It takes 7 stacked motion maps as input and outputs 6DoF. The network itself consists of a feature extractor followed by a multi-layer regressor. The output of the feature extractor is reshaped into a single-dimensional vector and fed into the regressor to obtain 6DoF.
The feature extractor is composed from 6 convolutional layers placed sequentially. In our work, we used gated convolutions [15] that show better results then regular ones. Each convolution has 64 channels. Kernel sizes of gated convolutions are [7x7, 5x5, 3x3, 3x3, 3x3, 3x3] with strides [2, 1, 4, 1, 2, 1] respectively. The regressor consists of two separate branches for translation and rotation respectively, as such split proved to perform better. Every branch consists of three fully-connected layers.
As this architecture is quite simple, it is crucial to preserve as much spatial information as possible. Therefore strided convolutions are used instead of max-pooling.
Experiments
Baselines
We implemented several other network architectures for comprehensive comparison. Training protocol for all baselines follows 5.2 unless otherwise specified. OF and depth inputs are provided by PWC and Struct2Depth networks (see 5.2). [5] . In given approach regression network is supplied with an autoencoder part, transforming OF into a latent representation and then reconstructing it back. The difference between our implementation and the authors implementation is that we do not fine-tune OF estimation network. Furthermore, input sizes differ: (96px, 300px) is listed in original paper, while in our case PWC-net outputs OF with size (96px, 320px), which makes cropping layer from original architecture irrelevant. Surprisingly, our studies showed that removing decoder branch leads to slightly better results.
LS-VO
L-VO(3D-Flow) [30] . The authors did not provide implementation of their proposed method. Our implementation followed the paper, but we did not implement the prediction of Gaussian distribution parameters for translations as well as corresponding loss function. Yet, such implementation helps to compare provided architecture without specified additional feature. Since the training procedure (5.2) did not converge due to large initial learning rate, we used the training procedure specified in the original paper. Our experiments showed that removing depth-flow branch leads to slightly better and more stable results. Figure 4 . Predictions of our approach using different inputs on KITTI submitted network code in PyTorch and we re-implemented it in Keras. In our implementation, the network lacks a decoder for rigidity segmentation since datasets used in our study do not contain corresponding ground truth data.
Implementation details
OF and depth estimation networks. We obtain dense OF from pairs of RGB images using PWC-Net [24] , which is the common choice for flow estimation task. PWC-Net was pretrained on flyingthings3D [20] dataset, network realization and weights are borrowed from official repository 1 . If ground truth depth is not present, we estimate depth from RGB inputs with recently introduced Struct2Depth [4] -unsupervised method for depth and ego-motion estimation. In our work, we use model from official repository 2 that was pretrained on KITTI dataset. The authors provide the trained models along with implementation.
Training procedure. Our network is trained to minimize MAE for KITTI and Huber loss for DISCOMAN benchmark. Surprisingly, opting for L1 loss leads to less stable results comparing to L2, but this improves performance significantly.
The network is trained from scratch using Adam optimization with amsgrad option switched on. The batch size is set to 128, the momentum is fixed to (0.9, 0.999). Initial learning rate is 0.001 and is multiplied by 0.5 if validation loss does not improve for 10 epochs. Training process is terminated when learning rate becomes negligibly smallwe used 10 −5 as a threshold. Under this conditions, models were typically trained for about 100 epochs.
In several papers on trainable visual odometry [5, 19, 26, 30, 31] different weights are used for translation loss and rotation loss due to several reasons. Firstly, even small rotation errors may have a crucial impact on the shape of trajectory, so precise estimation or Euler angles is more important comparing to translations. Moreover, in different datasets translations scales vary. Thus, it is useful to adjust loss weights addressing translation and rotation components independently. We multiply loss for rotation components by 50, as it was proposed in [5] .
Datasets
We concentrated our efforts on datasets containing "almost flat" egomotion along a 2D surface, namely KITTI Visual Odometry benchmark [11] collected via a camera placed on top of a vehicle, and a synthetic DISCOMAN dataset, where camera motion imitates behaviour of a home robot exploring indoor scenes. By virtue of the moving agent, both of the datasets contain trajectories where vertical movements are eliminated or present as minor fluctuations.
KITTI VO [11] is a basic benchmark for learnable odometry algorithms. It consists of 22 sequences saved in PNG format. Sequences 00-10 provide the sensor data with the accurate ground truth (<10cm) from a GPS/IMU And Navigation provides variety of sequences of synthetic indoor images supplied with ground truth poses, precise depth maps and OF. To speed up experiments, we trained our networks on 51 randomly selected sequences from the train set while 17 randomly selected sequences from validation set where used for testing. Since camera motions is relatively small in this dataset, we skipped every second frame. In experiments with motion maps as inputs we used only t x , t y , r x , r y components, since other motion maps appear to be constant due to synthetic nature of the data.
Metrics
We evaluate visual odometry methods with the KITTI evaluation metrics, computing the average translation and rotation errors for the set of sub-sequences. As there are only few sequences in KITTI, many researches preferred to compare results sequence-wise, as more detailed examination helped to reveal strengths and weaknesses of different methods. Final values were obtained by simply averaging metrics for every single trajectory. Following [23] , translation and rotation errors were calculated as Root Mean Squared Error for all possible sub-sequences of length (100, . . . , 800) meters, and usually referred as RMSE.
Alternative protocol is implemented in KITTI devkit 3 that introduces translation and rotation Relative Pose Error, referred as RPE. The difference between RMSE and RPE is twofold. Firstly, to calculate rotation RPE, not squared but absolute rotation errors are averaged. This accumulation strategy causes rotation RPE to be more robust comparing to rotation RMSE. The second difference is the averaging strategy. In calculation of RMSE, all the sequences and all the sub-sequences of each sequence contribute equally to the value of a final metric. Therefore, sequences with fewer frames are considered to be, counter-intuitively, as important as the longest ones. To obtain RPE, translation and rotation errors are averaged for all sub-sequences of all sequences. In contrast to RMSE, there is no intermediate averaging by sequence, so contribution of each sequence is proportional to the number of its sub-sequences.
In our studies, we found out that RPE is more stable in Figure 5 . Predictions of ORB SLAM2 and our approach on DISCOMAN trajectories The results of networks trained with different random initialization vary significantly. Thus, in order to obtain most fair comparison we run all experiments for 5 times with different random seeds. The metrics reported are mean and standard deviation of execution results.
Results
On KITTI our approach outperforms monocular methods in terms of both rotations and translations (Table 1) . Moreover, as indicated by the impressive values of RMSE r , it predicts rotations more accurately in comparison to both learnable and classical VISO-S and VISO2-S methods.
In another set of experiments on KITTI (Table 2) we analyze how the choice of inputs type affects model performance. Through our evaluation, we show that utilizing motion maps leads to a significant increase of RMSE r accompanied with competitive results in terms of other metrics.
For DISCOMAN, we evaluate our method against trainable and classical methods, the latter represented by ORB SLAM2 (Table 3) . Comparison with ORB SLAM2 is not completely fair since this method exploit bundle adjustment. However, our approach yields satisfactory results while demonstrating much higher robustness.
Moreover, exploiting motion maps on DISCOMAN caused an improvement of ATE, RMSE r and RMSE t , with all the results being significantly more stable, according to standard deviation (Table 4 ).
Conclusions
We introduced a novel method of transforming OF and depth maps into several motion maps, each one corresponding to a single degree of freedom. The calculation of motion maps is based on projective geometry and requires minimum computation. Through extensive evaluation, we showed that using motion maps combined with our proposed network architecture results in an improvement on KITTI and DISCOMAN benchmarks.
